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ABSTRACT: Background: Intrinsically disordered proteins or regions (IDPs or
IDRs) lack stable structures in solution, yet often fold upon binding with partners.
IDPs or IDRs are highly abundant in all proteomes and represent a significant
modification of sequence → structure → function paradigm. The Protein Data
Bank (PDB) includes complexes containing disordered segments bound to
globular proteins, but the molecular mechanisms of such binding interactions
remain largely unknown. Results: In this study, we present the results of various
disorder predictions on a nonredundant set of PDB complexes. In contrast to their
structural appearances, many PDB proteins were predicted to be disordered when
separated from their binding partners. These predicted-to-be-disordered proteins
were observed to form structures depending upon various factors, including
heterogroup binding, protein/DNA/RNA binding, disulfide bonds, and ion
binding. Conclusions: This study collects many examples of disorder-to-order
transition in IDP complex formation, thus revealing the unusual structure−
function relationships of IDPs and providing an additional support for the newly proposed paradigm of the sequence → IDP/IDR
ensemble → function.
■ INTRODUCTION
Intrinsically disordered proteins or regions (IDPs or IDRs)
lack rigid 3D folded structures in the native state yet often
form stable conformations when bound with partners,1−8 or in
some cases, called fuzzy complexes, the IDPs or IDRs remain
partially or completely unstable and dynamic even in the
bound form.9−11 IDPs and IDRs are both very common in all
three domains of life.12−15 Even enzymes, almost all of which
are structured, often use IDRs to assist with the function.16
Unlike ordered globular proteins, which typically function as
enzymes or transporters, IDPs or IDRs are involved in more
diverse biological processes, such as gene regulation, signal
transduction, and cell-cycle control.17−19 For these and many
other important biological processes, molecular recognition by
IDPs, IDRs, and structured domains almost always plays
important roles in key steps of such processes. IDP- or IDR-
mediated molecular recognition is proposed to enable binding
to diverse partners with high specificity and low affinity and in
many cases with relatively large interface areas.18 These
features provide great advantages in molecular interactions
involving IDPs or IDRs and thereby enable their use in a wide
variety of biological processes.
The Protein Data Bank (PDB) is a database of 3D structures
of proteins and nucleic acids, the structure of which are
typically obtained by X-ray crystallography, nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy and, increasingly, cryoelectron micros-
copy. Proteins in the PDB are generally considered to be
ordered or structured. However, in contrast to appearances,
many of the structures in the PDB contain one or more IDPs.
Molecular recognition by IDPs is often accompanied by a
disorder-to-order transition, and the structures of many
resulting folded complexes have been determined.
At least two distinct methods have been developed to
distinguish ordered components from disordered components
of protein complexes. One method examines the radius of
gyration per residue (Rg/N), an approach that is based on the
idea that disordered proteins tend to take on extended
conformations when complexed with their partners; this
extended shape is in contrast to the collapsed and generally
more globular conformations of ordered proteins.20 The other
method examines the surface area and the interface area of
components in a complex. IDPs tend to have a greater exposed
surface area and create larger interfaces, per residue, than
ordered proteins.21 In other words, for dimers formed from
structured proteins, both the monomeric and interfacial surface
areas are relatively small (think of two globular objects in
contact with each other). On the other hand, dimers formed
from IDPs are intertwined, so both the monomeric and the
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interfacial surface areas are much larger. Thus, on plots of
normalized monomer surface area (NMA) versus normalized
interfacial surface area (NIA), structured monomers are closer
to the origin than intrinsically disordered monomers.21 We
have previously applied this NMA−NIA analysis to a variety of
protein complexes.22−24
Here, we compare estimates of disorder by performing
NMA−NIA analysis with the Rg/N classifier and with various
other predictions of disorder. This work aims to identify
complexes containing IDPs or IDRs in the PDB and to suggest
possible mechanisms for structure formation by the predicted-
to-be-disordered proteins. A large number of potential IDPs or
IDRs were indeed found, but many discrepancies were
observed among the disorder predictions using different
methods. Thus, an additional aim is to determine the
underlying causes for the observed discrepancies among
various predictors.
■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Dataset. Test Set. The initial data was a nonredundant set
of PDB files with more than one chain derived from the NCBI
nonredundant table (ftp:/ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mmdb/nrtable/
). Monomers including more than one chain were removed by
the biological unit annotation from the PDB files. Biological
units are functional forms of the molecules, and monomers are
identified using the keyword ‘biological unit: MONOMERIC’
in the PDB files. To be consistent with the earlier study,20 we
used their same criteria to exclude short peptides (≤20
residues), coiled coils, and transmembrane proteins. All the
protein chains with more than two nonstandard residues (any
residues that are not included in the 22 standard residues,
annotated as X in PDB sequence files) in the protein sequences
were also discarded. This set includes 6141 chains and is called
the test set.
Positive Validation Set. To test prediction accuracy, two
positive sets of complexes containing verified IDPs binding to
ordered or disordered partners were used from two previously
published papers.25,26 These sets were from the DIsordered
Binding Sites (DIBS) database and the Mutual Folding
Induced by Binding (MFIB) database. They were selected
not only because IDPs in both databases were experimentally
confirmed or inferred from the homology or motifs but also
because the biological contacts among the partners were
checked to exclude artificial crystal-packing interactions. IDP
sequences containing nonstandard residues were not included.
To ensure the independence of these positive validation sets,
the complexes that are included in the test set mentioned in
the last paragraph were removed. As a result, 698 complexes
from DIBS and 157 complexes from MFIB were collected. All
DIBS complexes contained IDP binding to one or more
ordered protein partners, and all MFIB complexes included
two or more IDP partners.
Negative Validation Set. In addition, a negative set of
complexes containing fully ordered proteins binding to one or
more proteins were obtained from the PDB as of October 2,
2018. This set included X-ray- and NMR-determined
structures of complexes containing the target chains that
were mapped from a set of stable single-chain monomers
Figure 1. Disorder and order prediction based on complex structures using NMA−NIA analysis. (A) Three different types of complexes containing
(1) two ordered proteins, (2) one disordered protein and one ordered protein, and (3) two disordered proteins. Their PDB ids are: 2I26, 3IXS, and
1KRL, respectively. (B) Normalized monomer area and interface area (NMA−NIA) of components in each complex. Disordered and ordered
components are represented using triangles and circles, respectively. The components are colored as same as the structures presented in (A). The
distance of each component to the linear boundary was calculated. The equation for the boundary ((NMA) = 157 − 3.5 × (NIA)) was determined
in the reference23 as mentioned in the Methods section. Disordered components were defined as having positive distances, and ordered
components were defined as having negative distances. (C) Double NMA−NIA plot is generated by plotting the distances for each member of an
interacting pair. The values for chains of interest (target chains) are designated as x-axis, and the values for binding partners as designated as y-axis.
The combination of positive or negative values for components will lead to distinct locations of different complexes in the plot.
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without missing densities, ligands, and disulfide bonds. Such
fully ordered monomers were collected using the same
methods proposed in the reference.27 Monomers with ligands
or disulfide bonds were removed to exclude the induced
folding structures of IDPs undergoing disorder-to-order
transition upon binding to ligands or upon formation of
disulfide bonds. Monomer coiled-coil structures were also
removed because they are known to be unstable in isolation
(such as PDB id 1L2P). Structures predicted to be disordered
but to form folded structures stabilized by interdomain
interfaces were also removed (such as PDB id 3TIP). A total
of 693 such monomers were collected. Then, the PDB entries
of these stable monomers were mapped to their parent
UniProt proteins using the mapping provided by SIFTS.28
PDB complexes containing the same regions of matched
UniProt protein names were considered to be in the bound
state of those monomers. Each of these bound-state chains
mapped from the fully ordered monomers should be predicted
to be ordered in the complexes. This set included 543
complexes.
Disorder Prediction Based on Protein Structures. To
predict the disorder or order status of each partner in a protein
complex (see three different examples in Figure 1A), we
applied the analysis of the NMA and the NIA based on PDB
structures.22−24 The NMA is calculated as the surface area of a
chain without considering other complex components, and the
NIA is calculated as the difference between the surface area of
individual components and the surface area of the complex. An
optimized boundary between the ordered and the disordered
partners in the NMA−NIA plot23 was determined using an
expanded dataset relative to the original reported boundary.21
The NMA−NIA boundary separates IDPs (with relatively high
monomer and interaction surface areas per residue) from the
ordered proteins (with relatively low monomer and interaction
surface areas per residue). The set of disordered proteins in the
expanded dataset was constructed by combining two
previously reported datasets21,29 with selected PDB chains
found in DisProt.30 This selection took only chains from the
PDB that were entirely disordered according to the
corresponding DisProt annotations. The set of ordered
proteins in the expanded dataset was constructed by mapping
monomeric structures to complex structures, requiring at least
30% sequence identity. Both ordered and disordered protein
sets were filtered for a maximum of 30% identity, giving
datasets with 2542 and 145 structured chains, respectively. A
linear boundary between ordered and disordered protein
components in the NMA−NIA plot as defined by the
following equation, (NMA) = 157 − 3.5 × (NIA) in Figure
1B, was determined with a Support Vector Machine, with the
algorithm weighted to find the optimum separation of ordered
and disordered proteins. The distance of a NMA and NIA
point to the boundary is used to classify partners, where a
positive value indicates a disordered partner, and a negative
value indicates an ordered partner (Figure 1B).
The NMA−NIA boundary distances of both partners in a
dimeric complex can be plotted against each other so that the
binding interactions can be divided into groups (Figure 1C):
(a) both are ordered (boundary distances both <0, such as
complex(1)); (b) one is ordered and the other is disordered
(NMA−NIA boundary distances are <0 and >0 in either order,
such as complex(2)); and (c) both partners are disordered
(NMA−NIA boundary distances both >0, such as com-
plex(3)). See ref 22 for further details.
PDB files often contain heterogroups (designated as
HETATM. These can be substrates, ligands, solvent, or
metal ions). Such heteroatoms often contribute to protein
conformational changes. Herein, we calculated the surface/
interface area for the target chains in three different kinds of
situations: (1) only included proteins or nucleic acids for both
target and partner chains (polymers_only); (2) included
heterogroups with their parent target chains (hetero_as_tar-
get); (3) included heterogroups with the partner chains
(hetero_as_partner). This was done to identify the NMA−
NIA boundary differences between (1) and (3), which is
interesting because such differences could potentially classify
two types of disorder-to-order transition: protein/DNA/RNA
binding and heterogroup binding.
For comparison with NMA−NIA, the other structure-based
classifier, Rg/N, was used as described in previous work.
20 Rg/
N was defined as radius of gyration (Rg) divided by the protein
length (N). It was calculated using the Perl script rgyr.pl from
the Multiscale Modeling Tools for Structural Biology tool
sets.31 The Rg/N classifier was developed to identify 330 IDP
complexes using an optimized threshold, with values larger
than 0.26 being predicted to be disordered.20
Disorder Prediction Based on Amino Acid Sequen-
ces. To contrast the structure-based disorder prediction, the
sequence-based disorder predictors, VSL2b and VLXT, from
the metapredictor PONDR-FIT were also used.32 These two
predictors were chosen because of the results of a previous
predictor analysis33 and because VSL2b ranked highest among
19 commonly used predictors for long disordered regions,34
and VLXT is useful for predicting potential binding regions.27
These two per-residue predictors assign each residue a disorder
score ranging from 0 to 1, with scores ≥0.5 indicating likely
disorder and scores <0.5 indicating likely order. Per-residue
predictions of VLXT were used to make whole-protein
disorder classifications if the percent predicted disorder
residues exceeded a threshold of 35%.27
Additionally, two sequence-based whole protein predictors,
charge−hydropathy value (CH_value) and PONDR VLXT
cumulative distribution function (CDF) analysis, were also
used to avoid the arbitrary selection of cutoff for per-residue
predictors to determine the disorder or order for a whole
protein. CH values were calculated by the distances from a
linear boundary line on the mean net charge and the mean
hydropathy plot. The boundary was determined,27 positive CH
values were indicators of the predicted disorder, and negative
values were indicators of the predicted order. The PONDR
CDF analysis was from an empirical cumulative distribution of
VLXT scores. A boundary of seven points were determined to
separate the CDF curves of disordered and ordered
proteins.27,35 The CDF curves of disordered proteins generally
fall below this seven-point boundary and those from ordered
proteins usually fall above this boundary. Thus, a protein CDF
curve that falls below a majority of seven points (≥4 and ≤7)
is classified as disordered; otherwise, it is defined as ordered,
and the numbers of points that an ordered protein CDF curve
fall below can be ≤3 and ≥0.
Structural Exmination of Predicted-to-be-Disordered
Proteins. Several mechanisms have been proposed whereby
predicted-to-be-disordered domains are induced to form a
structure.36 Here, we also partitioned the structures into
similar groups: (1) heterogroup binding, such as co-factors,
ligands, or substrates; (2) protein binding; (3) DNA or RNA
binding; (4) disulfide bond formation; and (5) ion binding.
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The first three groups were identified by NMA−NIA boundary
distances. The disulfide bonds and ion-binding structures were
identified from the “SSBOND” and “LINK” record in the PDB
entry files.
Analysis of Trimer Structures. Complexes having three
different partners (with three different UniProt IDs) were
decomposed by taking one partner as the target chain and the
other two chains together as a single unit; the NMA−NIA
boundary distances for the one-component target and the two-
component unit were then calculated and plotted versus each
other. This was repeated with each chain as the target, giving
three pairs of distances in the NMA−NIA boundary analysis
and three points on the double NMA−NIA plot. The three
points from the same complex were then connected as a
triangle using R package ggplot2.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Comparison of Disorder Predictions by Different
Methods. Six methods of structural and sequence disorder
predictions were applied on the set of PDB complexes. The
initial data included a nonredundant set of 6907 PDB chains.
After filtering the monomers, short peptides, and nonstandard-
residue-containing chains, the remaining 6141 chains were
used to identify potential IDP- or IDR-containing complexes.
Comparison of disorder predictions by different methods was
presented in Figure 2. We first compared the results of Rg/N
(see the raw data in the Supporting Information, column C in
sheet 2) with structure-based NMA−NIA boundary distances
(see the raw data in the Supporting Information, column M in
sheet 2) and sequence-based VSL2b and VLXT (Figure 2A,B).
Each point represented one protein chain (target chain) and
red indicated proteins that were predicted to be disordered by
Rg/N (>0.26), and blue were those predicted to be ordered by
Rg/N (<0.26). The orange marginal histograms above and on
the right represent the distribution of NMA−NIA boundary
distances and fractions of disorder by VSL2b (Figure 2A) or
VLXT (Figure 2B), respectively. The comparison between Rg/
N and the CH_value and CDF_count was given in Figure 2C.
The common and divergent results by five different methods
with the cutoff values are presented in Figure 2D. While the
variously predicted disorder chains showed significant overlap
with each other, in addition, each method predicted an
exclusive set of disordered chains.
Figure 2. Comparison of disorder/order predictions by six different methods. (A) Comparison of NMA−NIA boundary distances, Rg/N, and
VSL2b. (B) Comparison of NMA−NIA boundary distances, Rg/N, and VLXT. Red points: proteins with Rg/N higher than 0.26 (prediction of
disorder). Blue points: proteins with Rg/N lower than 0.26 (prediction of order). Vertical marginal histograms (orange) are the distribution of the
disorder prediction by VSL2b (A) and by VLXT (B), respectively. Horizontal marginal histograms shown in the figure are the distribution of
NMA−NIA boundary distances for the target chains. (C) Comparison of two binary classification of disorder and order with Rg/N. The indications
of colored points are the same as (A,B). (D) Numbers of the predicted disordered chains by different approaches. The cutoffs for each method are:
NMANIA_disorder: NMA−NIA boundary distance >0; Rg/N_disorder: Rg/N > 0.26; VLXT_disorder: fraction of predicted disordered residues
>0.35 (this threshold was proposed in ref 27 but needs further investigation). CH_disorder: distance to the charge-hydropathy boundary >0;
CDF_disorder: numbers of CDF points ≥4.
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Next, we examined the prediction differences between
NMA−NIA and Rg/N because these two predictions were
both based on structures. Predictions of disorder by NMA−
NIA were the proteins on the right side of the vertical zero line,
where the predictions of disorder by Rg/N were mainly
localized (Figure 2A,B). This suggested that our disordered
prediction covered most of the disordered proteins identified
by Rg/N. However, many blue points that were predicted to be
ordered by Rg/N were predicted to be disordered by NMA−
NIA (a total of 1448 chains).
In addition, there were a few red points (12 chains) localized
on the left of the zero vertical line, where the predicted
disorder was only identified by Rg/N. Among these examples,
six of them (including: 1B35:D, 1LU0:A, 2GYP:A, 2PNV:A,
2QIH:B, and 3CI9:B) contained biological units, which were
believed to be the functional forms of proteins. We used
asymmetric units (which may be either a part of the biological
units or include several biological units) for the calculations.
To examine whether the inconsistence was caused by the
difference of biological units and asymmetric units, we
recalculated these examples using their biological unit files,
and the result showed that they were indeed predicted to be
disordered by NMA−NIA boundary distances (data not
shown). For the other six examples, five of them (1E52:A,
1WDG:A, 2PM5:A, 1I8G:B, and 2JUP:W) were very close to
the threshold of Rg/N, and the remaining one protein
(1M8O:B) could be a prediction error by NMA−NIA because
NMR has shown that it contains a C-terminal disordered
segment (A737−T762).37 However, this protein was predicted
to be disordered by the CH_value. Thus, except for the 12
inconsistent examples, our structure-based disorder prediction
covered nearly all disordered chains found by Rg/N and
additionally identified 1448 chains likely to be disordered.
In summary, the numbers of predicted-to-be-disordered
chains by four whole protein prediction methods and by any
two or more of them are given in Table 1. Only these four
methods were listed here because VSL2b and VLXT were per-
residue predictions, and their threshold for whole protein
disorder is currently not well-defined. By these estimates, about
10−33% of the chains in the PDB are likely to be disordered
when isolated from their binding partners.
Some of these predictions are likely in error. Where multiple
methods agree, those predictions are more likely to be correct.
If so, errors are likely concentrated in idiosyncratic predictions.
The relatively low numbers of idiosyncratic predictions from
CDF and CH prediction methods are comparable to their
characterized error rates.27 One certain source of error is in
proteins that have a mix of ordered and disordered regions,
where regions may be interspersedin the case of structured
domains with disordered loopsand/or segregated into
ordered and disordered domains. These types of proteins are
not directly considered by the methods compared in this work
(Table 1); they are considered as only completely ordered
proteins and disordered proteins in training. Methods will
classify mixed proteins as ordered or disordered based on their
predominant characteristic, with a metric specific to each
method. However, we cannot address these classifications
quantitatively because none of these methods has been
calibrated on mixed ordered and disordered proteins.
Qualitatively, many partial disordered proteins are likely
present in the idiosyncratic predictions of disorder because
of the diverse metrics of each method. For example, VLXT has
the second largest proportion of idiosyncratic predictions,
which is likely due to its threshold of 35% of the predicted
disordered residues that makes it oversensitive to partially
disordered proteins. Similarly, perhaps, a large number of
NMA−NIA idiosyncratic predictions are due in part to the use
of a relatively low threshold.
The validation datasets indicate fairly accurate predictions
for all of the methods with generally better predictions on the
ordered partners (Table 2). The Rg/N method does very well
for the ordered protein prediction for complexes with
structured proteins and for complexes with an ordered protein
and an IDP. It also does well for IDP prediction for complexes
involving one IDP and one ordered protein. However, NMA−
NIA performs much better than Rg/N for complexes formed
from two IDPs (Table 2). Examination of several complexes
for which Rg/N gives errors shows that such errors occur when
the chains are relatively compact but without making large
numbers of intramolecular contacts, which leads to low Rg/N
values indicating order.
Overall, NMA−NIA is much more sensitive to the
disordered monomers than Rg/N. This is due to the extended
structure being sufficient but not necessary for monomer





numbers of chains (fraction of
whole set)
NMA−NIA >0 2015 (32.8%)
Rg/N >0.26 579 (9.4%)
CH_value >0 643 (10.5%)
CDF_count ≥4 and ≤7 1040 (16.9%)
anytwo or more
methods
as indicated above 1011 (16.5%)
Table 2. Comparison of Different Methods on Validation Datasets
accuracy for DIBS dataset (698 complexes of IDP
binding to ordered proteins)
accuracy for MFIB dataset (157 complexes of IDP
binding to IDPs)















on IDP partners (%)
complex
prediction
(%) order prediction (%)
NMA−NIA 99.7 92.1 91.8 84.1 77.7 77.1 91.6
Rg/N 99.1 96.8 93.7 34.4 46.6 29.3 98.8
CDFb 70.1 83.4 58.1 42.9 41.1 35.3 89.2
CH_value 67.5 84.8 57.3 34.0 37.4 28.2 95.6
aBold and underline highlights indicate the best prediction accuracy by different methods for different datasets in the columns. bCDF predictor
does not have results for short chains (<30 amino acids). The percentage showing here only includes chains that are longer than 30 amino acids.
cComplex prediction means that both components in the protein complexes are correctly predicted.
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disorder; as observed, both extended and relatively compact
proteins that lack intramolecular contacts are both manifes-
tations of disordered monomers.
Additionally, the data in Table 1 have important
implications for building datasets for assessing per residue
predictions of disorder.34 The large fraction of chains in PDB
complexes that show significant disorder emphasizes that the
PDB, on the whole, cannot be viewed as a gold standard for
ordered proteins. Many assessments of disorder predictions
recognize this and consider only single-chain monomer
structures from the PDB as fully ordered protein data-
sets.27,32,35 The structure-based analysis, such as NMA−NIA,
could be used to include many disordered proteins from
complex structures, which would increase the coverage of IDPs
in prediction assessments. Hopefully, thus would increase the
robustness of such assessments.
Predicted-to-be-Disordered Proteins Likely Form
Structures Stablized by Various Facors. For the 1448
chains predicted to be disordered by NMA−NIA and ordered
by Rg/N, we first defined two groups of disorder-to-order
transitions, namely protein/DNA/RNA binding and hetero-
group binding. These were identified by comparing the
boundary distances of the polymer_only (see the raw data in
the Supporting Information, column E in sheet 3) with those
of the heterogroups as partners (see the raw data in the
Supporting Information, column E in sheet 4). A plot of
NMA−NIA boundary distances for target chains including
protein/DNA/RNA only (polymer_only) and target chains
including heterogroups as partners (hetero_as_partner) was
generated (Figure 3). Over a third of proteins showed a shift
toward larger boundary distance (points above the diagonal)
when considering small molecules as binding partners,
suggesting small molecules can contribute strongly to protein
stability. Interestingly, 145 chains (points in the upper left
quadrant) were observed to change from the predicted order
(NMA−NIA boundary distance < 0, when calculations were
based on polymer_only without heterogroups) to predicted
disorder (NMA−NIA boundary distance > 0 when considering
heterogroups as partners). These boundary distance differ-
ences suggested two possible situations: (1) heterogroup
binding is the major factor of disorder/order transition, and
(2) heterogroup binding is just a contributing factor. This
result is consistent with the fact that conformational changes
are often observed when proteins are associated with small-
molecule (a common heterogroup) binding.38
Figure 3. Changes of NMA−NIA boundary distances between
polymer_only and hetero_as_partner. Each point represents a PDB
chain. The x-axis indicates the NMA−NIA boundary distances for
target chains considering protein/DNA/RNA only (polymer_only).
The y-axis indicates the NMA−NIA boundary distances for target
chains considering hetero groups as partner (hetero_as_partner). The
chains located on the diagonal line are those without distance
changes, which means their heterogroup binding does not induce the
disorder/order transition of these protein chains. All the other points
(>1/3) showed distance changes, suggesting that the heterogroup
binding contributes to the disorder/order transition. Particularly, the
points in the upper left quadrant changed from prediction of order (x-
axis < 0) to prediction of disorder (y-axis > 0), when considering
heterogroups as binding partners. This means that for these (totally
145 chains), heterogroup binding is likely to induce them undergo
order-to-disorder transition.
Table 3. Groups of Predicted-to-be-Disordered Structures
Likely Stabilized by Various Factors
groups numbers of PDB chains





aGroup a and b were identified by different methods. Group a was
identified by the NMA−NIA boundary distances, while group b was
identified by “LINK” annotation in PDB files. These two groups had
14 identical chains.
Figure 4. Converting triad binding into binary interactions by NMA−
NIA boundary distances. These three different chain complexes are
represented as triangles in the plot because each chain in these
complexes is alternatively taken as the one-component target and the
remaining two chains are taken as partners. The x-axis and y-axis are
the NMA−NIA boundary distances for the one-component target
chains and two-component partner chains, respectively. The figure
legend on the right indicates the PDB ids of these complexes.
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Further, structural formation of the predicted-to-be-disor-
dered proteins was proposed to be associated with several
other factors (Table 3). Ion binding and DNA/RNA/protein
binding are listed because these factors were proposed to
induce disordered domains to undergo disorder-to-order
transition.36 The disulfide-bond group was excluded in the
previous study, considering them to be false positives.20 In
contrast, we included them in our current study because they
were likely IDPs or IDRs that are stabilized by disulfide bonds.
The investigation of experimental evidences (mainly by
literature searching) for disorder-to-order transition induced
by these various factors is still ongoing.
Analysis of Trimer Structures. NMA−NIA boundary
distances have been mainly used for dimer structures. We
extended this to the analysis of trimers, by breaking
interactions into three sets of interfaces, with one chain
interaction surface with the other two chains. In total, 58
trimers consisting of three different chains were collected, and
binding of each target chain with the remaining two partner
chains was represented in the triangle plot in Figure 4. As can
be seen, the shapes of these triangles are diverse, and their area
had a wide range (from 0.06 to 2086.94). The partners
involved in a single triangle span multiple quadrants,
suggesting diversity in the order/disorder composition of
complexes.
To elaborate how the triangle can be used to interpret
trimer-binding interactions, we have shown the Sec23−Sar1−
Sec31 complex as an example in Figure 5. Figure 5A shows the
crystal structure of the whole complex. Figure 5B shows the
shape of the triangle, and each individual chain was separated
from its two-component partners. The positions of each point
in the triangle indicated three types of binary binding
interactions:
1 upper left: order binds to disorder. While considering
Sec23 (tan in Figure 5) as the target chain and Sar1−
Sec31 as its partner, our approach predicted Sar1−Sec31
to be “disordered”. With only the N terminal of Sec31
(residues 907−919) binding to Sar1, it looks like Sar1−
Sec31 interacting with Sec23 with a long “disordered
tail”.
2 bottom left: order binds to order. While taking Sar1
(blue in Figure 5) as the target chain and Sec23−Sec31
as its partner, both components are predicted to be
ordered. Indeed, most part of Sec31 (20 out of 36
residues) forms intimate contact to Sec23.39 This makes
Sec23−Sec31 look just similar to the one globular
protein.
3 bottom right: disorder binds to order. That is, Sec31
(red in Figure 5) is predicted to be disordered, and its
partner Sar1−Sec23 is predicted to be ordered. This is in
agreement with the fact that isolated Sec31 is likely to be
disordered in solution.39
This investigation of the binding manners for triad
complexes extended the application of NMA−NIA boundary
distances, which is used only to present two partners of a
complex in the plot. Now, we can use it to examine complexes
containing more than two partners. Further work may make an
effort to examine the binding in complexes having even more
components.
■ CONCLUSIONS
The current work provides a survey of intrinsic disorder in the
PDB complexes based on both structure-based and sequence-
based disorder predictions. Also included are suggestions for
the molecular mechanisms of structural formation. Our recent
work36 investigated the intrinsic disorder in conserved Pfam
domains starting from predictions of the sequences and then
investigation of the predictions of disorder based on the
domain structures. Both of these studies identified many IDP
structures that undergo disorder-to-order transitions that
depend on a variety of factors. Our results emphasize the
importance of intrinsic disorder in complex formation. The
induced folding mechanisms identified so far suggest unusual
structure−function relationships for IDPs or IDRs.
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surface/interface area for the target chains in three
different kinds of situations: (1) only included proteins
or nucleic acids for both target and partner chains
(polymer_only); (2) included heterogroups with the
partner chains (hetero_as_partner); and (3) included
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